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Abstract

Objective: (1) To investigate the neural synchrony hypothesis by examining if there was more synchrony for upright than inverted

Mooney faces, replicating a previous study; (2) to investigate whether inverted stimuli evoke neural synchrony by comparing them to a new

scrambled control condition, less likely to produce face perception.

Methods: Multichannel EEG was recorded via nose reference while participants viewed upright, inverted, and scrambled Mooney face

stimuli. Gamma-range spectral power and inter-electrode phase synchrony were calculated via a wavelet-based method for upright stimuli

perceived as faces and inverted/scrambled stimuli perceived as non-faces.

Results: When the frequency of interest was selected from the upright condition exhibiting maximal spectral power responses (as in

the previous study) greater phase synchrony was found in the upright than inverted/scrambled conditions. However, substantial

synchrony was present in all conditions, suggesting that choosing the frequency of interest from the upright condition only may have

been biased. In addition, artifacts related to nose reference contamination by micro-saccades were found to be differentially present

across experimental conditions in the raw EEG. When frequency of interest was selected instead from each experimental condition and

the data were transformed to a laplacian ‘reference free’ derivation, the between-condition phase synchrony differences disappeared.

Spectral power differences were robust to the change in reference, but not the combined changes in reference and frequency

selection criteria.

Conclusions: Synchrony differences between face/non-face perceptions depend upon frequency selection and recording reference.

Optimal selection of these parameters abolishes differential synchrony between conditions.

Significance: Neural synchrony is present not just for face percepts for upright stimuli, but also for non-face percepts achieved for

inverted/scrambled Mooney stimuli.

q 2004 International Federation of Clinical Neurophysiology. Published by Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Empirical research in vision neuroscience has clearly

demonstrated that visual stimulus features are processed at

multiple spatially distributed cortical and subcortical brain

regions. It has been hypothesized that neural synchronization

in the gamma range (20–80 Hz) is the mechanism by which

distributed features are integrated into unitary visual percepts
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(Singer and Gray, 1995; Varela, 1995; von der Malsburg and

Singer, 1988).1 Neural synchronization (or neural

synchrony) refers to the phenomenon in which neurons

coding for a common representation synchronize or ‘phase

lock’ their (oscillatory) firing activity within a restricted

frequency band. The synchronous oscillations have been
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This definition of the gamma range follows Tallon-Baudry et al. (1998),

and encompasses the range investigated by Rodriguez et al. (1999) (see

Section 1.1). Other definitions place the lower range of the gamma band as

being greater than 30 Hz (e.g. Fries et al., 2001).

http://www.elsevier.com/locate/clinph


2 An additional method to compute synchronization has been developed

by Tass et al. (1998) which has been shown to be equivalent to the method

of Lachaux and colleagues (Le Van Quyen et al., 2001). It should also be

noted that synchronization as indexed in these two methods differs from the

more common coherence method to assess frequency-dependent interelec-

trode correlations, as phase synchrony is independent of relative amplitude

covariations while the coherence measure is not (Lachaux et al., 1999).
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found to occur in various frequency bands, although the

strongest covariations with perception occur within the

gamma range. This mechanism may operate whenever

component processes subserved by spatially separate brain

regions are integrated (e.g. Varela et al., 2001).

The neural synchrony hypothesis has been supported by a

large number of multi-unit recording studies in animals

(for review, see Singer, 1999; Singer and Gray, 1995).

Synchronous firings have been observed to occur within and

across cortical areas, hemispheres and sensory/motor

modalities. This synchronous behavior can reflect perceptual

gestalt criteria and performance. A smaller number of EEG/

MEG studies have investigated neural synchrony in humans

with most supporting a role for synchrony in neural

integration (Singer, 1999; Varela et al., 2001). The presence

of gamma-range synchrony has been shown to correlate with

the perception of sound and linguistic stimuli (Miltner et al.,

1999; Pantev, 1995; Ribary et al., 1991), as well as

characterizing REM dream states (Llinas and Ribary,

1993). Gamma range activity has also been linked to

attention (Fries et al., 2001; Tiitinen et al., 1993) and

working memory (Tallon-Baudry et al., 1998). Gamma

range synchrony has been found to accompany object

recognition (Gruber and Muller, 2002; Tallon et al., 1995;

Tallon-Baudry et al. 1996, 1997), covarying with the

binding of visual elements into unitary percepts, although

the magnitude of synchrony can be reduced with stimulus

repetition (Gruber and Muller, 2002).

Some human studies have failed to support a role for

synchrony in human perception and cognition. For example,

Menon et al. (1996) found that gamma range synchrony is

restricted to less than 2 cm regions across surface cortex.

This result argues against functional long-range

synchrony in human perception. This study only examined

a 7 cm!7 cm region, however; EEG coherence has been

found to drop at intermediate cortical distances, but then

increase at long range distances (Nunez et al., 1997). Mima

et al. (2001) found no between-condition differences for

gamma range EEG coherence in response to black and white

pictures of real and scrambled objects; although they found

greater alpha range coherence for real versus scrambled

stimuli. As recording and analysis methods have not been

standardized, such differing results may arise from dissim-

ilarities in methodology (e.g. Nunez et al., 1997).

We report an attempt to replicate an experiment reported

by Rodriguez et al. (1999) demonstrating neural synchrony

in human EEG when participants view upright versus

inverted Mooney face stimuli. The pattern of neural

synchrony we observed depended critically on our choice

of which frequency bands to include in the grand average of

the synchrony measures. When we used the criteria used by

Rodriguez et al., we replicated their results. We came to

believe that their criteria were not appropriate for our data

set, however, and when we used a different criteria, we did

not replicate their results. We found evidence for neural

synchrony, although we observed a different pattern of
synchrony than Rodriguez et al. In addition, our investi-

gation revealed that both reference scheme and wavelet size

must be carefully considered in gathering and analyzing

EEG data for evidence of neural synchrony.
1.1. Rodriguez et al.’s study

Rodriguez et al. (1999) reported results that they took as

evidence for the direct involvement of gamma-range

synchronous oscillatory activity in human visual perception.

Participants were shown 200 ms exposures of fragmented

black and white shapes (Mooney, 1956) while EEGs were

recorded. When visual closure occurs, these Mooney stimuli

are perceived as faces. Face perception is much more likely

to occur for upright than for inverted versions of these

stimuli (compare samples in Fig. 1a and b). Rodriguez et al.

hypothesized that neural synchrony would be more likely to

occur when observers perceived faces than when they did

not. To investigate this hypothesis, they calculated gamma

range (20–60 Hz) global spectral power and phase

synchrony measures (summed across trials, electrodes, and

subjects) for the EEG data separately for trials where

upright stimuli were perceived as faces (Up/F trials) and

trials where inverted stimuli were not perceived as faces

(Inv/NF trials) (approximately 70% of the trials in each of

these conditions). A note on the types of synchrony

measures presented by Rodriguez et al., follows.

Global spectral power measures the consequences of

synchronous activity rather than synchronous activity itself.

When neuronal populations are synchronized, the resultant

constructive summation of their electrical fields yields

measurable potentials at the scalp surface. The power of

this activity suggests the degree to which synchronization

obtains because weakly synchronized activity leads to des-

tructive interference and low measurable power at a given

frequency. Thus, spectral power is an indirect index of neural

synchrony at best. Nevertheless, it has been used extensively

to assess neural synchrony in human electrophysiological

studies (for review see Tallon-Baudry and Bertrand, 1999).

Global phase synchrony measures phase synchronization

more directly. For instance, in the method developed by

Lachaux et al. (1999, 2000), signal phases are extracted by

use of wavelet transforms and used to compute the average

complex phase difference between two signals across trials.2

These differences are formed into an index of the variation in

phase synchrony between two electrodes across trials, a

phase locking value (PLV), ranging from 0

(no synchronization) to 1 (perfect synchronization). It should



Fig. 1. (a) Example Mooney face stimulus. The image portrays the profile of a women facing to the right, illuminated from the upper right. (b) Inverted, and

(c) scrambled versions of the stimulus in a.
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be noted at the outset that noise tends to change extracted

PLVs away from those representative of the embedded signal

of interest, which can have a significant effect on phase

synchrony computations (see Section 3).

Rodriguez et al. reported increased global gamma range

spectral power, peaking at approximately 230 ms after

stimulus onset on both Up/F and Inv/NF trials relative to a

pre-stimulus baseline. In addition, they observed signifi-

cantly greater gamma-band spectral power on Up/F trials

than on Inv/NF trials. Gamma range global phase

synchrony was found only for Up/F trials, where it reached

a maximum 200–260 ms after stimulus onset. These data

supported Rodriguez et al.’s hypothesis that neural

synchrony would be more likely to occur when observers

perceived faces than when they did not. They interpreted

the synchrony increase on Up/F trials as reflecting the

binding of visual object spatial features into a recognizable

object (i.e. a face).

Rodriguez et al. also found a period of de-synchrony after

the initial period of synchrony and before a second period of

synchrony related to the motor response. This latter period of

synchrony was present around the time of response in both

experimental conditions and was interpreted as correspond-

ing to the phase interactions underlying the creation and

execution of motor representations and responses to the

stimuli. The intervening period of decreased synchrony was

taken to reflect the disengagement of cells from neural

assemblies underlying the perceptual event to allow the

creation of new assemblies for the motor act.

1.2. The present study

The present study sought to replicate these results by

using presentation, recording, and analysis methods similar
to those used by Rodriguez et al. (1999). We were motivated

by a number of goals. First, the Rodriguez et al. experiment

provided exciting support for the neural synchrony

hypothesis, and we were interested in determining whether

it could be replicated. Second, we were intrigued and

somewhat puzzled by the finding that neural synchrony

occurs only on Up/F trials and not on Inv/NF trials. On Inv/

NF trials, observers perceived a relatively flat black and

white pattern that at times resembled something familiar,

albeit not a face. We expected that neural synchrony would

reflect the binding together of the features of non-face

percepts as well as of face percepts. The global spectral

power measure provided indirect evidence for neural

synchrony on Inv/NF trials in Rodriguez et al.’s experiment,

but the global phase synchrony measure did not. We were

interested in further exploring the differences between these

types of trials. Third, Rodriguez et al.’s design required

repetition of stimuli in both upright and inverted conditions.

In pilot studies, we found that observers were aware when

they were viewing an inverted version of a stimulus that

they had perceived to be a face in the upright orientation.

Although they did not attain a global percept of a face for

these stimuli, they often recognized small span configur-

ations that allowed them to know which face would be seen

in an upright orientation. Because such knowledge could

potentially contaminate responses, and hence, interpretation

of the EEG patterns, we included scrambled Mooney face

stimuli as a third stimulus condition in our experiment. In

scrambled stimuli, the features of the upright stimuli were

rearranged or ‘scrambled,’ thereby destroying both small

span- and large span-configurations. The scrambled stimuli

should not access any preexisting memory representations

and thus should provide a more neutral comparison with

respect to the upright faces.
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2. Methods

2.1. Participants

A total of 12 undergraduates (six males and six females),

recruited from the University’s undergraduate subject pool

participated in this experiment They were all right-handed,

with a mean age of 19.3G0.3 years, and a mean education

level of 13.3G0.4 years. All participants were fully

informed of the recording technique, methods, and pro-

cedures before their consent to participate was obtained.

The experimental protocol was reviewed and approved by

the Institutional Review Board for Human Studies at the

University of Arizona.

2.2. Stimuli and procedure

The stimuli consisted of 40 Mooney faces (Mooney,

1956) divided into two groups, one group with an original

facing direction to the left (set A), and one group with an

original facing direction to the right (set B) (see Fig. 1). In

addition, 20 scrambled Mooney faces were generated from

chosen members of the two stimulus sets, 10 from set A and

10 from set B (see Fig. 1). The scrambled stimuli were

created by selecting various stimulus features from the

upright stimulus, rotating them 45–908 in a commercial

graphics program (Adobe PhotoShop, Adobe Systems Inc.,

San Jose, CA, USA), and then spatially rearranging the

rotated parts. The rotations preserved the total number of

horizontal and vertical contours in the transformation, thus

ensuring that the spatial frequencies of the scrambled

stimuli were approximately equal to those of the original

stimuli. However, in some cases, changes were also made to

the curvature relationships of the rotated stimulus features in

order to minimize the spontaneous perception of a ‘facelike’

stimulus in the scrambled stimuli. There were no

spatial frequency differences between the original and

scrambled stimuli.3

Four versions of each stimulus were created by reflecting

the stimuli around a vertical axis (creating a left-facing

and a right-facing version of each stimulus), and then

reflecting each of these stimuli around a horizontal axis

(creating inverted versions of each of the left and right-

facing stimuli). All stimuli were 7.2 cm wide!10.5 cm

high. At the 60 cm viewing distance employed, the stimuli

subtended a visual angle of approximately 78!108.
3 Possible spatial frequency differences for the scrambled stimuli were

assessed by performing two-dimensional Fourier transforms on the original

and scrambled stimuli. The resulting spatial frequency power values were

summed across horizontal and vertical frequency ranges to yield summed

values for each horizontal and vertical frequency. These two sets of values

were then squared and summed, creating two global spatial frequency

power statistics for horizontal and vertical frequencies. A T test performed

on these statistics showed no overall differences in horizontal/vertical

frequencies between the original and scrambled stimuli (horizontal:

t(19)Z0.15, ns; vertical: t(19)Z0.02, ns).
The experiment took place in a sound attenuated room.

Stimulus materials were presented to the participants on a

19 00 computer CRT screen. Stimuli were displayed against a

white background within a black rectangular outline

centered on the screen. The rectangle outlined the perimeter

of the stimuli and was displayed throughout the experiment.

Participants were instructed to fix their eyes within the

center of the rectangle during each experimental block.

Following a training block of 20 trials (five stimuli not

included in the experimental set shown facing both left and

right in upright and inverted orientations), participants

received eight experimental blocks of 60 trials. Each block

consisted of 20 upright, 20 inverted, 20 scrambled

(10 upright, 10 inverted) stimuli. The stimuli were presented

in a controlled random order such that each original Mooney

and scrambled stimulus were presented only once (upright

or inverted, original facing direction or mirrored facing

direction) in each block. Each stimulus was presented once

in each combination of orientation and facing direction over

the first four blocks. The next four blocks were exact

repetitions of the first four. Each upright, inverted, and

scrambled stimulus was presented four times during the

experiment, twice facing left, and twice facing right. Four

different running orders were created that rotated the

stimulus orientation of the initial presentation of each of

the stimulus groups (A and B), ensuring that each group was

presented across all four different ordering possibilities over

the four running orders. Subjects were assigned to each

running order in a sequential manner.

The stimuli were presented for 200 ms, with an inter-

stimulus interval of 2000 ms.4 The participants’ task was to

report whether or not they perceived a face, whatever its

orientation, by pressing one of two response buttons mounted

on joysticks held in each hand. Participants pressed the

button in their dominant right hand if they perceived a face,

and the button in the left hand if they did not perceive a face.

They were instructed to report their perception at first glance

as quickly as possible after they had determined their initial

perception. The instructions stressed that they should press

the ‘face’ button only if they perceived a complete face, not if

they knew from features that were present that the stimulus

would look like a face if they viewed it in a different

orientation. Correct/incorrect responses and reaction time to

stimuli were recorded by an IBM-compatible PC with a

Pentium microprocessor and analyzed offline.

Our experimental procedure was the same as that used to

collect the data analyzed by Rodriguez et al. (whose data

were originally collected in an ERP study by George et al.,

1997, see Section 3.3) except for the computer presentation

of the stimuli and the inclusion of the scrambled faces.
4 Our use of a constant ISI was not intentional but a consequence of a

software error in the stimulus presentation program discovered after data

collection. Since Rodriguez et al. used a variable ISI, it is possible, although

unlikely, that any differences between our results and theirs are due in part

to this discrepancy. This issue will be discussed in more detail in Section 4.
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2.3. Behavioral data analysis

The proportions of ‘face’ responses made in the

upright, inverted, and scrambled conditions, respectively,

were calculated for each subject and then averaged across

subjects Reaction times for both ‘face’ and ‘no face’

responses were calculated for all three conditions for each

subject and then averaged within each condition across

subjects. Reaction times !200 ms were not included in

the averages. Between-condition differences were assessed

via one-way repeated-measures analysis of variance

(ANOVA) performed on the calculated proportions of

face responses and the reaction time data. Since the

ANOVA F-ratios had 2 degrees of freedom in the

numerator, all effects were subjected to the Greenhouse–

Geisser degrees of freedom correction for violations of

sphericity when appropriate (Vasey and Thayer, 1987).

Post hoc pairwise comparisons between conditions were

calculated via within-subject student’s t-tests for all

significant outcomes.

2.4. EEG recordings

Thirty channels of EEG were recorded over the scalp. The

recording apparatus consisted of 30 Ag/AgCl electrodes

mounted in an electrode cap. Recording sites in the electrode

cap included FZ, CZ, PZ, OZ, FC1, FC2, FC5, FC6, C3, C4,

T7, T8, CP1, CP2, CP5, CP6, P3, P4, P7, P8, PO3, PO4, M1,

M2, P9, P10, PO9, PO10, O9, O10. Recordings were made

with respect to a nose reference, with a ground lead placed on

the midline anterior to Fz. Vertical and horizontal blinks and

eye movements were recorded from two pairs of Ag/AgCl

bipolar recording leads, affixed to the outer canthi and also to

the superior and inferior orbit of the left eye. All channels

were amplified using a Grass model 12 neurodata system and

were bandpass filtered between 0.01 and 100 Hz. The

recording sampling rate was 1024 Hz. The data were later

decimated offline to 512 Hz in order to reduce data analysis

computational time. All electrode impedances were kept

below 5 kU. All muscle artifacts were removed from the raw

EEG record by visual inspection, and an automatic correction

algorithm was implemented for the correction of eye

movements and blinks (Neuroscan, Neurosoft Inc., Sterling

VA, USA). Two second epochs ranging from K750 ms pre-

stimulus to 1250 ms post-stimulus were extracted from the

raw EEG record. In order to minimize the influence of edge-

effects as a result of the temporal extension of the wavelet

window (see Section 2.5), epochs were truncated after

wavelet transformation to K500 ms prior to 1000 ms after

stimulus onset.

2.5. Electrophysiological data analysis method

of Rodriguez et al. (1999)

Following Rodriguez et al. (1999), analyses were

restricted to epochs in which upright stimulus presentations
were perceived as faces (Up/F), and inverted/scrambled

presentations were not perceived as faces (Inv/NF and Scr/

NF, respectively). As for Rodriguez et al., analyses of the

other possible cases (such as upright presentations perceived

as non-faces and inverted presentations perceived as faces)

was not possible due to the small number of trials obtained

for these conditions.

Gamma-range (20–60 Hz) spectral power and phase

synchrony were computed by a wavelet-based time-

frequency analysis (Lachaux et al., 1999, 2000) using

Matlab computing software (The Math Works, Inc., Natick,

MA, USA). Raw EEG data were bandpass filtered around a

selected frequency of fG2 Hz (see information regarding

frequency selection below), using a finite impulse response

(length 300 ms) zero-phase shift time-domain filter.

The filtered signal was convoluted offline by a complex

Morlet wavelet with a Gaussian shape in both frequency and

time (Mallat, 1999). Given the raw signal S(t) and the

wavelet F(t,f), the convolution of the signal and the wavelet

is defined as

Wðt; f Þ Z

ðN

KN
SðtÞFðt K t 0; f Þ dt 0 (1)

where Fðt; f ÞZ ðs2
t pÞK1=2 expðKt2=2s2

t Þexpfi2pftg and st is

the standard deviation in the time domain at the central

frequency f. This wavelets F(t,f) are normalized such that

their total energy is equal to unity. W(t,f) is the wavelet

transform of S(t) and represents the portion of the signal that

is oscillating at a given frequency at a given time in the

time–frequency plane. The wavelet used in this method

gives the best compromise in the necessary trade-off

between time and frequency resolution (Mallat, 1999),

with more precise frequency resolution at lower frequencies

and better temporal resolution at higher frequencies.

The wavelet standard deviations in the time and

frequency domains are related by the uncertainty relation-

ship sfZ1/(2pst) (Mallat, 1999), and together with the

frequency form a wavelet family characterized by a constant

ratio aZ(f/sf) (Tallon-Baudry et al., 1997). The value of

this ratio should be chosen to be greater than five (Grossman

et al., 1989) to ensure convergence of the convolution

integral in numerical approximations.

Following Lachaux et al. (1999) and Rodriguez

et al. (1999), we chose a ratio parameter of a/2pZ7,

or aZ7!2pz44. This choice yields a wavelet

duration of (2st)Z700 ms at frequency fZ20 Hz with

a frequency spread of (2sf)Z0.9 Hz, while fZ60 Hz

yields a duration of (2st)Z233 ms with a frequency

spread of (2sf)Z1.4 Hz.

A wavelet transform was calculated for each electrode

and epoch followed by calculation of the real function

P(t,f)ZjW(t,f)j2, which represents the spectral power of the

signal. Rodriguez et al. calculated spectral power via a

pseudo Wigner–Ville transformation. The latter has better

time–frequency resolution than the wavelet transform, but is
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known to be susceptible to spurious power distortions due to

the presence of cross-term interference arising from the

quadratic form of the transformation (Mallat, 1999). We

chose the wavelet transformation as our spectral power

measure, in part to avoid the difficulties associated with the

Wigner transformation, but mainly because the wavelet

transformation acts as the initial basis of the phase

synchrony measure used by Rodriguez et al. Our primary

motivation was to facilitate comparison between spectral

power and phase synchrony responses. It is not clear what

differences, if any, may manifest when comparing phase

synchrony computed via one spectral measure with the

power responses determined via a different spectral

measure.

Wavelet transforms were performed on 2 s epochs

(K750 ms prior to 1250 ms after stimulus onset) which

were then truncated to 1500 ms (K500 ms prior to

1000 ms after stimulus onset) in order to minimize the

influence of edge-effects as a result of the temporal

extension of the wavelet window. The data were

resampled by retaining every eighth data point in order

to reduce computation time (a similar data decimation was

used by Rodriguez et al.). Over the 1500 ms observation

period, this procedure yielded a total of 96 data points for

each electrode and frequency. The results of this

transformation were then normalized with respect to a

pre-stimulus baseline. For each electrode, an average

power mbase and standard deviation sbase was computed

over the 500 ms baseline period between K500 to 0 ms

prior to stimulus onset (a total of 32 resampled data

points).5 Thus the normalized frequency power was

calculated for each frequency band as

Pðt; f Þnorm Z
Pðt; f ÞKmbase

sbase

(2)

The normalized values were then averaged across

electrodes and subjects to produce a grand average

spectral power map of the global EEG responses over

time for each condition.

Phase synchrony was determined by extracting the phase

f(t,f,n) of the convolution for each electrode, at all time

points t, trials n [1,.,N], and frequencies of interest f. The

degree of phase locking, called phase-locking value (PLV),

between two electrodes at frequency f and time t was then
5 Note that post-stimulus activation may have contaminated the pre-

stimulus power values due to the temporal spread of the wavelet function.

Such contaminants could artificially raise the baseline mean and variance

and thus introduce error into the calculation of post-stimulus values. As a

check, the normalization was also computed using baselines from K500 to

100 ms prior to stimulus onset so as to minimize the contamination by post-

stimulus activity. These analyses yield an earlier apparent pre-stimulus

activation timecourse (as expected from the temporal spread of the wavelet

plus any expectation effects), but negligible differences otherwise. We

report the baseline parameters of the original Rodriguez et al. study for ease

of comparison between the two studies.
calculated as

PLVjkðt; f Þ Z

PN
nZ1 expðiqjkðt; f ; nÞ

�� ��
N

(3)

where qjk(t,f,n) is the phase difference fj(t,f,n)Kfk(t,f,n)

between the electrode pair jk. As in the Rodriguez et al.

(1999) study, the PLVs were normalized to a pre-stimulus

baseline as was done for the power measure (Eq. (2)). The

normalized values were then averaged across electrodes and

participants to produce a grand average PLV map of the

global EEG synchrony over time.

Following Rodriguez et al. (1999), a restricted global

measure was used for the purpose of statistically testing and

visualizing the time course of the spectral power and PLVs.

For each of the upright, inverted, and scrambled conditions,

the spectral power and PLVs associated with the frequency f0
of each subject’s maximal spectral power activity in the

upright condition (averaged across electrodes) were

extracted from the grand average spectral power and PLV

maps for the entire pre- and post-stimulus time period. The

maximal power activity was evaluated over the middle

portion of the perception period (ranging from 150 to

250 ms).6 These values were then averaged within each

condition across all subjects to yield a single grand-averaged

global measure of spectral power across time.

This aspect of Rodriguez et al.’s analysis method—

restricting both the spectral power and the PLV analysis to

analysis of the frequency at which maximum spectral power

was observed in the upright condition—is problematic, as

will be shown in the present paper. We discuss our

problems with this aspect of the analysis after first reporting

the results we obtained via the analysis methods used in the

original study.

Time regions of significant global PLV and spectral power

differences between conditions were indexed via three one-

tailed Wilcoxon signed-rank T tests (one for each condition

pair) performed at all time points exhibiting above random

background synchrony (see below). These tests assessed the

apriori hypothesis, established on the basis of the results of

Rodriguez et al. (1999), that spectral power and phase

synchrony are significantly greater during Up/F epochs than

Inv/NF epochs. We extended the same prediction to Scr/NF

epochs as to the Inv/NF epochs. This procedure differed

slightly from that of Rodriguez et al. (1999); the earlier study

only tested time points at which substantial peaks presented

themselves qualitatively in the global PLV and spectral

power waveforms. The present procedure also assessed the

statistical significance of the differences between the Inv/NF

and Scr/NF epochs. Performing a statistical test at each time

point allows the assessment of the significance of synchrony
6 Rodriguez et al. used the entire 1000 ms observation period to

determine the maximal values of phase synchrony. The present study

used the period between 150 and 250 ms because perception-related

differences between conditions were of primary interest, and because of

their data that showed a peak at 230 ms (see Section 4).
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as it emerges from baseline behavior. Bonferroni corrections

for multiple comparisons were not performed, as successive

data points do not meet the requirements of statistical

independence (due to the inherent spread of the wavelet).

Instead, the total area under the global spectral power and

PLV curves was calculated for each comparison between

conditions that exhibited time periods of four or more

significant sequential time points at the P!0.05 level. For 12

subjects, this significance level required the Wilcoxon test

statistic to be at most TZ17 or less (with the maximum

allowable value of the statistic depending upon the number of

zero between-condition differences among subjects for a

given time point). A one-way ANOVA was computed

between these area measures for each significant between-

condition comparison (no corrections for sphericity violation

were computed as these effects had fewer than 2 degrees of

freedom in the F-ratio numerator).

To test the significance of measured PLVs from random

background synchronization, bootstrapping techniques were

used (Lachaux et al., 1999; Wasserman and Bockenholt,

1989). These techniques approximate the underlying

statistical distribution of a data set when the distribution

parameters are unknown and/or non-normal. For all distinct

electrode pairs {(j,k)j j,kZ1.N; jsk}, a total of 200 new

series of variables were created that had the same

characteristics of the signal measured from electrode j, yet

were independent of electrode k. This was achieved by

randomly permuting or shuffling the trials recorded

from electrode k to make a new series of trials y 0
k

(n 0)Zpermutation of {yk(1).yk(N)}, where yk(n) is the

signal from electrode k during trial n. The shuffles occurred

across the original trial orderings as recorded, so that trials

from different conditions were sometimes paired together.

These series were then used to compute 200 PLV time series

between all electrode pairs at the selected frequency for

each subject. The 200 PLV time series were averaged across

electrodes for each participant, and then across participants

for each time series. This procedure yields an estimate of the

sampling distribution of the grand-average global PLVs for

each time point, representing the average randomly

coincident or background phase synchrony across trials

and conditions. For a given time point the 95% confidence

interval of the corresponding distribution is an interval that

contains .95!200Z190 of the grand-average PLVs

centered at the distribution median. PLVs for each

experimental condition that fell outside of these confidence

limits were interpreted as being significantly different from

the sampled synchrony baseline at the P!0.05 (two-tailed)

level. The median and upper/lower 95% confidence limits of

the bootstrapped distributions were plotted for each time

point alongside the PLVs calculated for each experimental

condition.7
7 Note that this method of creating the shuffled bootstrapped distribution

differs from that used by Rodriguez et al.; see Section 4.
3. Results

3.1. Behavioral results

An ANOVA performed on the percentage offace responses

revealed a main effect of condition, F(1.15,12.65)Z58.17,

P!0.001 Post hoc tests showed that participants reported

seeing faces more often when viewing upright (72G4%)

rather than inverted (31G6%), or scrambled (5G2%)

Mooney stimuli, within-subjects t(11)Z11.67 and t(11)Z
19.67, respectively, Ps!0.01 (two-tailed). In addition, they

reported seeing faces significantly more often when they

viewed inverted (31G6%) rather than scrambled (5G2%)

displays, t(11)Z5.67, P!0.01 (two-tailed).

An ANOVA performed on the reaction time data

only revealed a trend for the main effect of

condition, F(1.30,14.30)Z3.313, P!0.08; (RTs for UP/F

stimuliZ627G25 ms; Inv/NFZ688G34 ms; Scr/NFZ
625G28 ms).

No differences in either percentage of face reports or

response latencies were found between the four stimulus-

orientation running orders, as indicated by two 3!4

(condition by running order) ANOVA interactions

(all PsO0.80).

3.2. Results: Rodriguez et al.’s analysis method

Fig. 2a shows the global spectral power time course

obtained using frequency selection criteria based upon the

Up/F epochs and a wavelet parameter of az44 (the same

value used by Rodriguez et al.). The spectral power (Fig. 2a)

exhibited two local maxima over an average frequency band

of 42G3 Hz. The first peak occurred at approximately

300 ms post-stimulus onset and was contained within time

periods where the Wilcoxon T test procedure (see Section 2)

indicated that the spectral power was significantly greater

during Up/F epochs than for either Inv/NF or Scr/NF epochs

over time points spanning 16–422 and 0–469 ms, respect-

ively. ANOVAs performed on the spectral power area

measures during this time period confirmed these results:

(F(1,11)Z13.81; P!0.003 and F (1,11)Z8.44; P!0.01

for Up/F versus Inv/NF and Scr/NF, respectively. The

second peak was broader in morphology and spanned most

of the interval from 500 to 1000 ms. No significant

differences between conditions were found for time points

in this interval.

These findings are in qualitative agreement with those of

Rodriguez et al. (1999), who interpreted the first gamma-

band peak as being a correlate of perceptual processes and

the second peak as reflecting post-perceptual processes and/

or the motor response. In our data, the two maxima were not

cleanly separated from each other in time as in the original

study. However, we did observe a clear separation of the

two maxima when we used a wavelet transform with a

smaller value of a (aZ10). We also noticed that the power

magnitudes tended to be lower when using a small versus



Fig. 2. Time courses for nose reference-based spectral power (a and c) and phase synchrony (b and d) indicated in standard deviations from the 500 ms pre-

stimulus baseline. The time courses are computed for large parameter wavelets. All graphs are grand averages over electrodes, trials, and subjects in the Up/F

(thick line), Inv/NF (thin line), and Scr/NF (dash-dot line) conditions. The dotted lines represent the median of the shuffled data distributions across time; the

gray strips indicate the 95% confidence intervals. The horizontal lines represent the regions of significance (P!0.05) for the indicated comparison conditions.

The vertical bars intersecting the data curves indicate mean reaction time. (a) Nose reference-based spectral power grand averaged across each subject’s

maximum g-band activity in the Up/F condition. (b) Nose reference-based phase synchrony grand-averaged across each subject’s maximum g-band activity in

the Up/F condition. (c) Nose reference-based spectral power grand averaged across each subject’s maximum g-band activity as determined independently for

each condition. (d) Nose reference-based synchrony grand averaged across each subject’s maximum g-band activity as determined independently for each

condition. For all spectral power and synchrony graphs, the temporal spread of the wavelet plus expectation effects due to the constant interstimulus interval

(ISI) account for results that obtain before stimulus onset.
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large wavelet. This observation was confirmed by averaging

the spectral power across conditions for each wavelet size

and then performing a single Wilcoxon T test comparison

between the perception period peak values (Wilcoxon

T(11)Z13.0, PZ0.05, two-tailed). This suggests that

large wavelets may be more sensitive to neural synchrony,

while smaller wavelets may be more suited to

revealing differences between processes that occur close

together in time.

Following Rodriguez et al., we computed gamma-band

phase synchrony on large parameter wavelets using the same

frequency of interest as for the spectral power analysis

(Fig. 2b). As in the original study, during the perception
period, we observed a single peak for the Up/F epochs that

was outside the confidence interval set by the baseline data.

Synchrony for Up/F epochs reached a maximum at

approximately 250 ms after stimulus onset. In contrast, for

Inv/NF and Scr/NF epochs, synchrony decreased to a

minimum during the perception period (Inv/NFz125 ms,

Scr/NFz250 ms); the inverted response of Rodriguez et al.

also displayed a similar decrease during the perception

period. After the perception period, synchrony on the Up/F

epochs decreased gradually, then maintained a slow increase

for several hundred milliseconds before it decreased sharply

immediately before the end of the epoch. This pattern is

similar to that reported by Rodriguez et al. (1999), although
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they had observed a period of significant desynchronization

between the two peaks. Although we observed qualitative

evidence for desynchronization during Up/F epochs, a

Wilcoxon T test only revealed a trend towards significance,

(T(11)Z19, P!0.07).

The Wilcoxon T test procedure revealed that the

synchrony was significantly greater for the Up/F epochs

than for Inv/NF epochs over timepoints spanning 16–422 ms

at the P!0.05 level. This difference was confirmed by

ANOVA (F(1,11)Z9.65; P!0.01). Synchrony was signifi-

cantly greater during Up/F epochs than Scr/NF epochs from 0

to 469 ms (F(1,11)Z8.26, P!0.02). No differences were

found between the Scr and Inv conditions. There were no

significant differences between any experimental conditions

during the response period.

The shuffled baseline data displayed small oscillations

throughout the epoch with limited variance (on the order of

0.1s) (See Fig. 2). However, the confidence intervals

spanned a range of approximately K0.35s to 0.6s, larger

than reported by Rodriguez et al. This difference is most

likely due to the different method of computing the shuffled

baseline (see Section 2). Despite the larger confidence

range, synchrony (or desynchrony) was observed beyond

the 95% confidence intervals during the perception period in

all three epochs types, suggesting that the findings were not

due to random phase coincidences.

The overall results of these analyses essentially replicate

those of Rodriguez et al. (1999). Nevertheless, during the

course of data analysis, we uncovered two methodological

problems that make interpretation of the present results

difficult. The problems were (i) questionable criteria for

relevant frequency selection, and (ii) possible reference

electrode activity contamination of the EEG. Because of

these problems, the between-condition differences in neural

synchrony obtained above may not reflect differences in

neural processing; instead, they may be artifacts of the

methods of recording and analysis. These problems are

discussed in more detail in the following two sections.

3.3. The influence of frequency band choice on computation

of synchrony

In the course of our investigation, we discovered that a

bias was introduced into the data by choosing our

frequencies of interest based on each subject’s maximal

spectral power activity in Up/F epochs (averaged across

electrodes) during the center portion of the perception

period (ranging from 150 to 250 ms) for the final grand

averages of both the spectral power and global synchrony

measures. We have two reasons for making this claim: First,

as discussed previously, spectral power is not necessarily a

good index of phase synchrony (see also Lachaux et al.,

1999; Rodriguez et al., 1999). It follows that different

criteria should be used for choosing frequency band(s) of

interest from spectral power and phase synchrony maps,

respectively. Second, synchrony may be a dynamical
phenomenon across both time and frequency. The individ-

ual and grand average maps computed from our data show

qualitative evidence of synchrony across several bands

simultaneously with variations in active bands from

condition to condition (see Fig. 3). Functionally relevant

phase synchrony might be present in one frequency band

during face perception but in another band during non-face

perception, perhaps reflecting the creation of separate

large-scale networks associated with the two different

perceptions (Varela, 1995; Varela et al., 2001). A more

accurate assessment of synchrony variations across epoch

types may be one in which frequencies of interest are chosen

for each epoch type individually, and for the time period

most relevant for the cognitive process investigated (e.g.

perception and motor responses, for instance).

We recomputed global spectral power and phase syn-

chrony using the frequency with the maximum synchrony in

the 150–250 ms perception period for each epoch type

individually (Fig. 2c and d) using large size wavelets. The

spectral power (Fig. 2c) exhibited a local maxima for each

epoch type (average frequencies, Up/FZ42G3, Inv/NFZ
40G2, Scr/NFZ41G3), with the first peak occurring at

approximately 250–300 ms post-stimulus onset. Wilcoxon T

tests indicated that the spectral power was significantly

greater on Up/F epochs than on Scr/NF epochs (Up vs. Scr:

78-328 ms) which was confirmed by ANOVA (F(1,11)Z
5.55, P!0.04). Spectral power was also greater for Inv/NF

epochs than for Scr/NF epochs (Inv vs. Scr: 47–266 ms;

(F(1,11)Z5.48, P!0.04). No power differences between the

upright and inverted conditions were found.

Phase synchrony (Fig. 2d) was present for all epoch types,

with the same morphology and amplitude (average frequen-

cies, Up/FZ31G3, Inv/NFZ32G2, Scr/NFZ30G2).

The Wilcoxon T test procedure failed to reveal any

differential synchrony across epoch type for any time point

at the P!0.05 level. Shuffled baseline distributions were

computed for each individual epoch type (using the

individual maximum frequencies) and then collapsed across

epoch types to yield an overall baseline distribution.

The baseline data displayed small, limited variance oscil-

lations, with smaller confidence intervals than found using

Rodriguez et al.’s analysis method.

Thus, although perception-related synchrony may occur

at different frequencies during different types of epochs, the

amplitude of the synchronous activity is approximately

equivalent across epoch type. This finding provides evidence

against the hypothesis that synchronous activity is observed

only when faces are perceived. Instead, synchrony is

instantiated in different frequency bands when faces are

perceived versus when they are not perceived.

3.4. EEG contamination by common reference

electrode artifact

We discovered another problem using the original

methods that, although not as important as the problem



Fig. 3. Time–frequency map of phase synchrony averaged across electrodes, trials, and subjects in all three epoch types. Frequencies shown are in gamma

range. Power values have been normalized with respect to 500 ms pre-stimulus baseline; gray color scale shows regions of increase (light) and decrease (dark)

indicated in standard deviations from the baseline.
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introduced by the choice of frequency band, is worth noting.

The problem concerns contamination of EEG data obtained

with a nose reference by eye movements that are not

removed by standard means.

The data analyzed in Rodriguez et al. (1999) study were

gathered in an earlier ERP study (George et al., 1997) that

used a nose reference during recording. In order to fully

replicate the Rodriguez et al. study, we used a nose

reference in the recording procedures of the present study.

During data acquisition, a persistent artifact waveform

presented itself across all subjects. This artifact resembled a

transient high frequency positive spike that was present

across all electrode channels simultaneously (Fig. 4a). At

first, it was hypothesized that the artifact may have been the

result of facial electromyographic (EMG) activity in the

vicinity of the nose area where the common reference

electrode was located. However, deliberate movement of

this facial area by participants failed to systematically

produce the observed artifact. Instead, trial and error
investigation determined that the artifact consistently

occurred during abrupt, discontinuous changes in eye

movements, as described next.

Since the common nose reference used in this study was

located very close to the eyes, it was hypothesized that the

artifact was the result of small, sharp saccadic eye

movements recorded by the reference electrode. This

hypothesis is consistent with the observed simultaneous

multi-channel behavior in that any eye-movement related

fluctuations in the signal recorded at the nose electrode

would be transmitted to all electrodes to which it served as a

reference (see Fig. 4a). It is thus possible that the synchrony

observed in the present study might, at least in part, reflect

eye movement related fluctuations present at all electrode

sites rather than neural synchrony. Although large-scale eye

movements had been removed from the present data via an

automatic eye movement correction algorithm, these eye

movement correction coefficients were based primarily

upon eye blinks and not small-scale saccadic activity.



Fig. 4. (a) An example epoch from a single subject (12 representative signals out of the 30 recording electrodes are shown, plus EOG and artifact markers;

AVG, averaged signal across electrodes; ART, artifact markers). The arrows at the top of the graph point to representative saccadic artifacts. Notice the strong

similarity in waveform morphology across channels due to contamination of common reference activity. (b) The spectral power representation of the epoch

shown in a. It is clear that periods of substantial power coincide with the across-electrode artifact. (c) The same data epoch after transformation to a laplacian

reference scheme. Arrows show approximate locations of artifact in the untransformed epoch. Notice how the saccadic artifact is reduced or eliminated and the

morphologies of the individual waveforms are now greatly differentiated from one another.
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Since the morphology of eye blinks and saccades are not

identical, saccadic activity was most likely not entirely

eliminated from the data.8 These artifacts might have

influenced computed PLVs by decreasing the overall signal-

to-noise ratio. In addition, any significant differential

distribution of artifacts across conditions could have

contributed to the differential synchrony we observed

using the original analysis of Rodriguez et al.

There are reasons to believe that different amounts of

saccadic activity might have been present across conditions.

For instance, experiments by Henderson and Hollingworth

(1999) and Yarbus (1967) show that different eye movement

patterns are obtained when observers view faces versus

scenes. Faces provide salient configurations that may lead to

a greater degree of stereotyped saccadic activity than other

stimuli.

To investigate this possibility, we devised a procedure to

detect the presence of these artifacts and compute their

distribution across the presentation period for each con-

dition. Individual epochs were bandpass filtered between 20

and 60 Hz to restrict analysis to only those artifact signal

frequency components that could contribute to the syn-

chrony observed in the original analysis. The filtered signals

were averaged across electrodes within each epoch. Since

the artifacts occurred across all electrodes simultaneously,

this averaging should lead to constructive summation of the

artifacts and destructive summation of the remaining

waveform. The latter was not perfect (Fig. 4a, second

from bottom trace), but it was enough to allow sufficient

isolation of the artifacts from the background signal average

via wavelet transform for each epoch (Fig. 4b). A threshold

was applied to each individual epoch spectral map

identifying points greater than half of the maximum value

of the map (across time and frequency). Time points having

eight or more contiguous threshold indices along the

frequency axis were assigned a value of unity. These values

acted as artifact markers which were mapped against time to

yield a measure of the temporal distribution of the central

portion of the artifact over the epoch (see bottom trace,

Fig. 4a). The criterion used in creating the artifact markers

from the spectral maps required the artifact to have
8 A concern could be raised that the method of eye blink correction could

introduce differences in to the synchrony computations, and these

differences might account for the differences between our findings and

those of Rodriguez et al. (1999). We do not know the method used by the

earlier study; we used a built-in algorithm of the Neuroscan software

(Compumedics, El Paso, TX, USA) which is based on a procedure due to

Semlitsch et al. (1986). A theoretical analysis (Trujillo, in preparation) of

the effects of this correction procedure on synchrony computation predicts

that any differential synchrony introduced by eyeblink correction will vary

as a function of the variability of eyeblinks across trials. We identified the

presence of significant EOG activity in a given trial (jEOGjO75 mV) and

computed the frequency of eyeblinks across trials during the perception and

baseline periods; the frequency of eyeblinks across trials did not differ

between conditions for either perception (c2(2)Z0.16, ns) or baseline

periods (c2(2)Z1.12, ns), suggesting that our results are not the result of

the chosen eyeblink correction method.
a significant presence along the frequency dimension;

eight contiguous threshold indices span the wavelet

frequency spread at 40 Hz (2sfZ8 Hz), the center of the

frequency range examined in this study.

Each individual epoch distribution was divided into 50 ms

bins from 0 to 300 ms. Any bin containing a nonzero time

point was deemed contaminated by a substantial portion of

the artifact. The across-trial frequency of contaminated bins

was computed separately for each condition and participant,

and was placed into a one-way chi-square analysis across

conditions for each bin. Artifact counts were also collapsed

across bins to yield a measure of the overall across-trial

frequency of artifact occurring within the 300 ms perception

period. Artifacts were counted for the 500 ms baseline period

as a comparison. These frequency counts were subjected to

one-way chi-square analyses.

We also assessed what effect the removal of reference

electrode contamination from the EEG would have upon

phase synchrony by transforming the data offline to a

laplacian (or scalp current density [SCD]) reference scheme.

This reference scheme is known to reduce the effects of

physical reference activity and to reduce volume conduction

(Law et al., 1993). The Laplacian reference scheme

transforms the raw EEG potentials into a measure of the

radial current density at the scalp (hence the alternative

name, SCD). For this analysis, the surface laplacian was

computed from the spherical harmonic expansion of the

recorded scalp potentials via the method of Lagerlund et al.

(1995). The spherical electrode coordinates for the electro-

des in standard 10–20 positions were obtained from

Pascual-Marqui et al. (1988). The coordinates of all

nonstandard electrode positions were calculated from the

10–20 positions by interpolation.

Laplacian-derived data were also subjected to the artifact

distribution analysis outlined above with the exception that

the maxima values used for thresholding individual epochs

were the same as those calculated for the corresponding

nose-referenced epochs. This ensured that only Laplacian-

derived trials containing substantial deviations in the across-

electrode average (on the order of those found for the nose

reference) would be included in the frequency counts.

3.5. Effects of reference artifact on synchrony

Fig. 4c shows an original nose-referenced epoch

transformed to a Laplacian reference. The saccadic artifact

was no longer present in the data, consistent with the

hypothesis that the artifact in the raw data was due to

contamination by reference electrode activity. Furthermore,

the across electrode average of Laplacian transformed

epochs showed limited magnitude and variance. The

spectral power maps of these signals (not shown) failed to

show any responses near the scale of activity found for the

nose reference derived across electrode averages.

The artifact distribution analysis for the perception

period for the nose reference revealed only one 50 ms
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time bin (200–250 ms) where the artifact counts were

significantly different across conditions (c2(2)Z9.94,

P!0.01). This bin was right in the middle of the perception

period, in the time frame when greater neural synchrony was

observed in Up/F epochs than in Inv/NF or Scr/NF epochs

(as determined by Rodriguez et al.’s original analysis

method). Indeed, artifact counts were greater during Up/F

epochs (23G2%) than either Inv/NF (20G2%) or Scr/NF

(18G2%) epochs. Furthermore, when collapsed across

epoch type, more artifact was present in the 300 ms

perception period than the 500 ms baseline period

(c2(2)Z35.82, P!0.01). The percentage of trials contami-

nated by post-stimulus eye movement artifacts was large

(w90%) and significantly differed between the baseline and

perception periods. The difference in pre-versus post-

stimulus contamination was large enough (w10%) to
Fig. 5. Time courses for laplacian-based spectral power (a and c) and phase synchr

baseline. The time courses are computed for large parameter wavelets. All graph

line), Inv/NF (thin line), and Scr/NF (dash–dot line) conditions. The dotted line rep

indicates the 95% confidence intervals. The horizontal lines represent the region

vertical bars intersecting the data curves indicate mean reaction time. (a) Laplac

g-band activity. (b) Laplacian-based phase synchrony grand-averaged across eac

grand averaged across each subject’s maximum g-band activity as determined

averaged across each subject’s maximum g-band activity as determined independ

temporal spread of the wavelet plus expectation effects due to the constant inters
potentially introduce significant noise into PLV compu-

tations and thus obscure any true synchrony present.

In contrast to the nose reference, the analysis discovered

no artifacts for any of the Laplacian time bins for any

conditions. Since we used maximum threshold values

determined by the nose-reference for the Laplacian analysis,

this confirms that the artifact was removed by the laplacian

transformation (Fig. 4c).

Fig. 5a and b shows the time course of gamma-band

spectral power and phase synchrony (average frequency

49G2 Hz) for the Laplacian reference scheme. The

spectral power time course was attenuated, but similar

in morphology to that found for the nose reference across

all conditions (Fig. 5a). Significant spectral power

differences were obtained using the large wavelets

between the Up/F and the Inv/NF and Scr/NF epochs
ony (b and d) indicated in standard deviations from the 500 ms pre-stimulus

s are grand averages over electrodes, trials, and subjects in the Up/F (thick

resents the median of the shuffled data distribution across time; the gray strip

s of significance (P!0.05) for the indicated comparison conditions. The

ian-based spectral power grand averaged across each subject’s maximum

h subject’s maximum g-band activity. (c) Laplacian-based spectral power

independently for each condition. (d) Laplacian-based synchrony grand

ently for each condition. For all spectral power and synchrony graphs, the

timulus interval (ISI) account for results that obtain before stimulus onset.
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(0–422 ms, Up/Inv: F(1,11)Z9.926, P!0.01; and

0–328 ms, Up/Scr: F(1,1)Z9.45, P!0.01). Phase syn-

chrony exhibited a maximum at approximately 200 ms in

the upright condition (Fig. 5b). Synchrony for the Inv/NF

and Scr/NF conditions remained at nearly equal levels

until deviating from one another at approximately 250 ms.

Although neither the inverted nor scrambled responses

deviated from the shuffled confidence intervals during the

perception period, we computed Wilcoxon T test differ-

ences between the upright and latter conditions. The T test

comparisons revealed a significant difference between the

Up/F and Inv/NF epochs between 109 and 266 ms;

this result was confirmed by ANOVA (F(1,11)Z4.77,

P!0.05). Surprisingly the sequential T tests only

revealed a trend difference between the Up/F and

Scr/NF conditions (P!0.08) for the period between 203

and 295 ms.

Shuffled data showed smaller confidence intervals for the

laplacian reference (ranging from approximately K0.1s to

0.3s) than for the nose reference in the original Rodriguez et

al. analysis but slightly more pronounced oscillations than

the latter (Fig. 5b). To test whether these oscillations might

reflect the amplification of some between-condition differ-

ences introduced by the laplacian transformation, we

performed the Wilcoxon T test procedure on shuffled data

created from individual epoch types (using the original

frequency choice criteria of Rodriguez et al.). This analysis

found no significant difference between any epoch types at

any time points at the P!0.05 level.

As for the nose reference, we recomputed Laplacian-

based global spectral power and phase synchrony using the

frequency with the maximum synchrony in the 150–250 ms

perception period for each epoch type individually (Fig. 5c

and d). Spectral power and phase synchrony were present for

all epoch types, with the same morphology and amplitude

(average frequencies, power—Up/FZ49G1, Inv/NFZ
48G2, Scr/NFZ47G3; synchrony Up/FZ41G3, Inv/

NFZ41G3, Scr/NFZ38G3). A Wilcoxon T test procedure

failed to reveal any significant differential power or syn-

chrony across epoch type for any time point at the P!0.05

level. As for the analysis presented in Section 3.3, shuffled

baseline distributions were computed for each individual

epoch type (using the individual maximum frequencies). The

baseline data displayed small, limited variance oscillations,

on the order of that reported in section 3.3; however there was

a slight increase in the magnitude of shuffled synchrony

during the perception period (Fig. 5d). To test whether this

increase might reflect the amplification of some between-

condition differences introduced by the Laplacian trans-

formation, we performed the Wilcoxon T test procedure on

the shuffled data created from individual epoch types. Our

analysis found no significant difference between any epoch

types at any time points at the P!0.05 level.

To conclude this section: ocular-related electrode

artifacts were identified in the raw nose referenced EEG

data that were found to contaminate a large percentage of
epochs across all three conditions. More artifact contami-

nation was found in Up/F epochs than in the other epochs

during a 200–250 ms post-stimulus perception interval. This

time-period also contained the peak synchrony found for

the Up/F epochs, with less or no synchrony found for other

epochs. Application of a Laplacian transformation removed

the reference related artifacts, and yielded a much smaller

degree of synchrony relative to the nose-referenced data,

although significant between-condition differences remai-

ned during the perception condition when Rodriguez et al.’s

frequency selection criterion was used. Thus, although eye

movements can contaminate synchrony measures computed

based on a nose reference, they do not appear to account

for all of the between condition differences reported by

Rodriguez et al. Nevertheless, we have shown that

synchrony measures based on a nose reference are subject

to contamination by differential eye movements made in

different epoch types. Furthermore, the between-condition

differences were removed when analysis was based on our

less-biased method of choosing the relevant frequencies of

interest. This suggests that neural synchrony can be present

across all perceptual conditions.
4. Discussion

4.1. Proper frequency choice for computation

of global synchrony

The present study compared EEG phase synchrony

responses to upright, inverted, and scrambled Mooney faces

recognized as faces (upright) and non-faces (inverted/

scrambled). Faces were seen on 72% of upright, 31% for

inverted, and 5% for scrambled. Hence, it is clear that at

least 31% of the time, inverted stimuli, like upright stimuli,

engage processes that lead to face perception. We included

scrambled stimuli in which all the large and small span

configurations leading to face perception were destroyed to

serve as a control that was less likely to engage face

processing mechanisms. Our results obtained using the

original synchrony analysis method of Rodriguez et al.

produced results quite similar to those of the original study

when comparable methods of analysis were employed.

Larger spectral power and greater phase synchrony were

present when faces were perceived (Up/F epochs) than

when faces were not perceived (Inv/NF and Scr/NF epochs);

the synchrony morphology of inverted and scrambled

epochs were similar. Rodriguez et al. took their data as

evidence that neural synchrony is greater when faces are

perceived than when they are not perceived. Our initial

results seemed to support this interpretation.

We discovered, however, that this pattern of results was

observed in our data only when the summary spectral power

and phase synchrony measures for all epoch types were

based on the frequency at which maximum spectral power

was observed during Up/F epochs. We created additional
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summary analyses comparing the three epoch types, based

on the frequency at which phase synchrony was largest for

each of the three conditions independently for spectral

power and phase synchrony. Spectral power differences

were maintained between the Up/F and Scr/NF conditions

and the Inv/NF and Scr/NF conditions, but not between the

Up/F and Inv/NF conditions. In contrast, phase synchrony

measures based on the maximum frequency for each

synchrony measure for each epoch type were approximately

equal for the different epoch types. Thus, widespread neural

synchrony was observed for all perceptual conditions, not

just when faces were perceived. Between-condition differ-

ences in neural synchrony may occur across different

frequencies.

We restricted this analysis to a single maximal frequency

for each condition; one could ask why even restrict analysis

to one frequency only?9 The analysis can be done on all

frequencies within a chosen range (e.g. the gamma range).

This also makes sense because important co-variations may

be expressed across larger scales in the frequency space.

There are drawbacks to such a process, however. A simple

analysis would be to do two-dimensional statistical

comparisons of the synchrony maps across all time and

frequency ranges, perhaps by computing between-condition

test maps (Duffy et al., 1981). However the size of the

synchrony maps we used prohibit such an analysis due to the

problem of multiple comparisons (41 frequencies!96 time

pointsZ3936 data points). The probability of type-I

statistical error becomes very great when making such a

large number of comparisons. If such an analysis were to be

performed for each electrode pair individually, the number

of comparisons would increase by a factor equal to the total

number of distinct electrode pairs (NpairsZ435 for NZ30

electrodes) to yield over 1.7!106 comparisons. Further-

more, nearby points on the time–frequency maps are not

completely independent because of the smoothing effects of

the wavelet transform; in this situation, ordinary Bonferroni

corrections are overly conservative. This is analogous to the

situation in PET and fMRI imaging where between-

condition comparisons are made across densely sampled

functional–anatomical maps of brain activation. Complex

theoretical models have been developed to properly correct

statistical comparisons of these data (for example, the

approach developed by Friston et al., 1991). In the absence

of such theoretical development for phase synchrony

(a viable program for future research), a proper summary

statistic can reduce the number of experimental compari-

sons while yielding useful information about synchrony

dynamics across time and condition that represents the data

in a meaningful way.

We believe that the summary measure used here

provides a more accurate assessment of the across-

condition distribution of synchrony present in our data
9 We thank an anonymous referee for raising this issue.
than employed in the original analysis of Rodriguez et al.

(1999). To be fair, we must state that Rodriguez et al. were

guided in their frequency choice by a different trend in

their data, as the frequency of maximum spectral power

was approximately the same in their upright and inverted

conditions (Eugenio Rodriguez, personal communication).

It is a reasonable first step to examine the synchrony

associated with particular spectral power responses,

especially if the latter are observed to covary with the

perceptual conditions. However, our data show that

synchrony may manifest within different frequency bands

than spectral power. As such, our analyses suggest a

different interpretation of what role neural synchrony may

play in cognition and perception. A prominent interpret-

ation of the neural synchrony hypothesis (Varela, 1995;

Varela et al., 2001; see also Section 1) has been that any

cognitive or motor event should be associated by the

creation of a dominant cell assembly distributed over many

brain areas; the establishment of the assembly should then

be associated with a large degree of global synchrony that

‘binds’ the distributed structure into a unified network. A

simple hypothesis based in this interpretation would be that

neural synchrony should be present in the case of face

perception, but absent otherwise.

However this hypothesis is ambiguous with respect to

what degree of synchrony should be present when multiple

assemblies are competing for dominance, as the component

cells/regions of each assembly should be synchronized with

respect to each other. It can be argued that some degree of

binding must occur on a local visual level when viewing

scrambled Mooney faces because although no face-like

pattern is usually detected, the black and white component

shapes of the image are organized visually into figures and

grounds, each of which is perceived as a perceptual ‘whole’.

If synchrony indexes binding, then some synchrony should

be present during the perception of the scrambled stimuli. It

is also not clear what degree of synchrony should obtain in

the case of a weakly active perceptual representation. For

example, inverted Mooney faces often appear as mean-

ingless, although face perception may occur (face reports

occurred on 31% of inverted trials in the present

experiment; see Section 3). In addition to any possible

synchrony for the perception of the stimulus components

(as in the scrambled case), a weaker degree of synchrony

may also be established as the result of a partial perception

of the face-like (albeit inverted) patterns in the stimuli.

These considerations suggest that neural synchrony

should be present when any stimulus is perceived, although

perhaps to a differential extent in magnitude or topography.

This is supported by the fact that our nose- and Laplacian-

referenced data both showed equivalent amounts of

synchrony for all perception conditions when the frequency

of analysis was chosen independently across conditions (see

Section 3). Furthermore this synchrony can be expressed

across different frequencies depending upon condition

(Fig. 5b and d). We are currently developing measures
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that attempt to quantify widespread synchronization (and

perhaps desynchronization) across multiple frequencies as a

function of condition (Trujillo et al., in preparation).
4.2. Correcting for reference electrode contamination

We also found that eye movement artifacts can

contaminate nose-referenced data. Moreover, those artifacts

were more numerous in conditions where neural synchrony

was larger. We did not have enough EEG amplifiers at the

time of experiment to record signals from other physical

reference points that could be used to re-reference the data

offline, and so are unable to make any statement about the

effect of other physical reference schemes. We chose not to

re-reference to scalp sites (such as CZ) because they may be

highly active during a cognitive/perceptual event, especially

the standard mastoid references which are close to visual

regions in nearby ventral temporal cortex. Average

references were avoided because they can be highly active

depending on electrode configuration (Bertrand et al., 1985)

and brain activation with a magnitude that is impossible to

predict (Rappelsberger, 1990)10; hence we were lead to

choose the Laplacian reference.

The number of recording electrodes (NZ30) used in this

study was at the low end of the accepted range for minimal

error produced in the laplacian transformation (Law et al.,

1993). It is possible that the Laplacian transformation used

here may have introduced error into the synchrony

computation as has been found for the calculation of

interelectrode coherence (Rappelsberger, 1990). Lachaux

et al. (1999), using data recorded from a larger number of

intracranial electrodes (NZ32), found that an SCD reference

computed via spline interpolations (Pernier et al., 1988) was

inconsistent in its effects on synchrony. Overall, the

procedure reduced the magnitude and sharpened the spatial

topography of synchrony (as compared to an infinite

reference), but occasionally it increased synchrony. It should

be noted that other studies have found the spline-based SCD

algorithm of Pernier et al. (1988) to produce artificial

increases in interelectrode coherence (Fein et al., 1988;

Biggins and Fein, 1993; Biggins et al., 1992), although this

result has been contested (Nunez et al., 1997; Perrin, 1992;

Pascual-Marqui, 1993); so the synchrony distortions

reported by Lachaux et al. (1999) might have been related

to the SCD algorithm used. The present study used a

spherical harmonic approach to SCD calculation that has

been shown to be more resistant to artificial coherence

inflation or reduction and to provide good estimates of the

source current topography (Lagerlund et al., 1995).

Of course, we cannot claim that any reference-related

artifact was present in Rodriguez et al.’s data; nose reference
10 We thank all three anonymous referees for making us aware of the

difficulties when using the average reference to study EEG correlations

across the scalp.
contamination will vary with many factors, including

electrode and recording characteristics, the position on the

nose, individual tissue conductance differences between

participants, and ocular behavior of individual participants.

However, our results do suggest that, when there are reasons

to suspect that different eye movements might be made in

different conditions, it would be wise to use another, quieter

reference scheme when looking for between condition

differences in neural synchrony.
4.3. Differences between our procedure

and Rodriguez et al.’s

There were methodological differences between our study

and Rodriguez et al.’s that may account for some of the

differences in results obtained here. First, we used a constant

ISI between stimulus presentations, whereas Rodriguez et al.

used a variable ISI. The constant ISI might have led to

expectancy effects. Indeed, our global measures do show some

evidence of pre-stimulus activity, which may reflect expec-

tation effects. It is unlikely that expectancy might have caused

cognitive operations leading to perception of a face to occur

earlier in time; the perception interval peak latencies of

spectral power (w300 ms) and phase synchrony (w250 ms)

found using the original Rodriguez et al. procedure are in the

order of, or are slightly longer than, those reported in the

original study (w230–250 ms for spectral power and phase

synchrony). The change in pre-stimulus activity might have

affected subsequent normalization of the PLVs, perhaps

accounting for the absence of significant desynchronization

between perception and motor responses in the present study

and/or the large discrepancy between our effect sizes (present

max synchrony w2s; Rodriguez et al. w4–10s).11 However,

this effect size difference could also reflect the fact that our

stimuli were presented on a computer screen against a white

luminous background, while the stimuli of the original George

et al. (1997) paper were presented from slides. The presence of

the luminous background might have elevated pre-stimulus

baseline activity, and thus lowered any differential responses

between the pre-and post-stimulus periods.

We believe that these differences do not detract from our

basic conclusions presented in this paper. Although the use

of a constant ISI and white luminous presentation back-

ground may have reduced overall synchrony magnitudes

relative to those reported by Rodriguez et al., we still found

significant deviations from baseline synchrony, as well as

finding between-condition differences similar to those found

by the original study when using their original reference

scheme and analysis methods. This suggests that our study

is directly comparable to theirs despite these procedural

disparities.

Our method of creating the shuffled bootstrap distri-

butions also differed from the procedures used by Rodriguez
11 We thank an anonymous referee for raising this possibility.
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et al. and Lachaux et al. (1999). We computed a separate

distribution from shuffled data for each individual time

point, and then used these distribution’s 95% confidence

intervals to ascertain statistical significance of measured

PLVs from random background synchronization. The

original procedure of Lachaux et al. (1999) retained

the maximal PLVs of each permuted time series across

the entire epoch to create a distribution of 200 values which

were then used to statistically test measured synchrony at

each time point. Rodriguez et al.’s method of creating the

grand-average shuffled plots differed in that they averaged

across shuffles and participants, and computed confidence

limits of G3 standard errors of the across-participant

distribution for each time point. While this method yields

information about the variability of shuffled PLVs across

subjects, it is not clear if it can be used as a correct statistical

test and it was not used as such by Rodriguez et al. for their

global synchrony data. Our method is based in an

established technique (Wasserman and Bockenholt, 1989)

and provides a correct statistical test for above baseline

synchrony while simultaneously allowing visualization of

the computed baselines and their confidence limits along-

side with the experimental values.

Finally, we chose our frequencies of interest based on

activity within the perception period; Rodriguez et al.

considered the whole post-stimulus period. It is clear that

choice of another time-period, for example during the motor

response or the entire observation window, could possibly

yield different maximal PLVs and therefore different

between-condition results. However, it is unlikely that the

choice of the entire window would have produced results

similar to those obtained by Rodriguez et al. unless they

were an artifact of adding in synchrony during the response

window rather than the perception window. Hence we

believe that our frequency choice procedure is more

appropriate for testing perception related differences in

phase synchrony, which was the goal of the present study.

4.4. Guidelines for future research

It is apparent that correction of the methodological issues

revealed by various analytical approaches changes the

synchrony observed in our data; these changes then lead to

alternative interpretations of the data than that suggested by

Rodriguez et al. (1999). To prevent these issues from arising

in future research, the following guidelines are proposed for

designing and analyzing studies using measures of EEG

synchrony:
(1)
 Synchrony may be present at different times and

frequencies across conditions; thus frequencies of

interest must be selected by objective criteria that do

not favor one condition over another.
(2)
 Scalp potentials should be recorded with respect to quiet

references and/or transformed into a ‘reference-free’

derivation in order to minimize contamination of
the data with reference electrode activity; the use of a

nose reference should be avoided.
(3)
 Wavelet sizes should be chosen appropriately for the

timing characteristics of the stimulus-response

sequence. If possible, experiments should be designed

so that the temporal spacing between successive

perceptual, cognitive, and/or motor events minimizes

any temporal blurring of spectral power and phase

synchrony due to the extended nature of the wavelet.
Proper application of these guidelines should serve to

reduce error and increase reliability in EEG synchrony

studies.
Note added in proof

After this paper was sent for publication we discovered a

published method (Burgess and Gruzelier, 1999) designed

to correct for multiple statistical comparisons in topogra-

phical mapping of EEG and event-related desynchroniza-

tion data. This method has been successfully used to detect

between-condition spectral power differences across time

and frequency during word discrimination under conditions

of backward masking (Summerfield et al., 2002). We are

currently investigating this method’s usefulness for correct-

ing two-dimensional statistical analyses of phase synchrony

across time and frequency, which may provide a statistically

principled means to select relevant frequencies of interest

(see Section 4.1).
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